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Next Run 2176
Date: 7TH September 2020 Time: 6:00pm Van Driver: Screwdriver
Co
Precious
Hare:

Hare: Biggles
Run
Site:

Theme: Mile Stones

Millington Reserve; From Freeway head West on
Karrinyup Rd, Left at Marmion Ave, Left at Elliott Rd, Left
into Carpark.LFV

Grub: Yes. BYO Bowl

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with Dags or Concord
Upcumming Runs

Hares

Van Driver

2177 14 Sept Sh. Scrapper Scrotus Maxi.
2178 21 Sept
Stir
Sheep Thrills
2179 29 Sept Close 2 Heart Sir Kumsize

If you can’t take your turn at driving the van
YOU need to find someone to swap out with

Contact the On Sec: C Man hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Run Report 2175 Team Hamersley @ Kingways Sports Centre
Preamble:
Having a good run on the FWY we turned up at 5.25 same time as the Van. You beauty Gasman cries “I’m
thirsty” Where are the Team Hares? Bravefart and Boof they have just gone home for a cup of tea, ya fuck’it
we’ll set up here. By now we have 41 Thirsty Hashers wanting a drink. 5.45 Hares arrive Boof yelling pack your
shit. We are moving up to the top of the carpark over there. Much to the disgust of the GM he is made to walk
300 meters to the other side, not even offered a lift by the Hares Team. So he bums one of the Lift Team
driven by MauSei. GM mounts the crate and calls in Popeye for the first of 1/1900 runs. Good shit Blondie.
Bravefart mounts up, nice long run On On dat way.
The Run:
We take off to the left thru a little bush before the GM tries and straddles the fence
before catching his Scrotus between the wires. Out goes a loud cry, fuck I’ve got my
Precious jewels caught. By this time the pack has gathered around to help, Elf and
Mullaway being the shortest, are playing rock, paper, scissors to see who’s going to
get under that Kilt to have a look. Barron comes along saying Leavitt to me I’ll deal
with this, looking under he can see the GM’s nuts are twisted up. Barron orders
Gasman to go back to the van and get him a Screwdriver, 2 Spuds, one Shit Scrapper,
the block of ice and a Kilkenny to shut his Wimping. While at the van Popeye is telling
Mullet how he’s done 1900 runs. Popeye, I need 2 Spuds out of the pot, yells out
Gasman! No you can’t I only have 1 each for the Boy’s, stop being a tight Cunt, one in
the Club is enough and feed the Boy’s it’s an emergency.

By the time Gasman returns we quiz Baron on the procedure? Well you see, while Barrelina is performing in
front of him, Kilkenny in his hand I poke Voodoo with a Screwdriver in the backside like a doll at the same I
come in from behind like an AssAssin and bop 2 Spuds up his backside, which will make him jump, grab his
nuts, shoot the Spuds out and Squirt his load. By the look of those nuts he’s been on Rations. Shit Scraper is
to clean the shit up and the ice I will give to Arseholeo to take home so I don’t sit on it later. MauSei to run
around yelling this is TEAM HAMERSLEY, not A Team. One in all in.
First in Troppo 7pm, last in was Pole Polisher 7.30. He got lost on last false trail.
By all accounts good run but having to share some of the trail with PPPertf Hash is not on. Lazy Team Hares.
Circle Up/Returniks
Arseholeo to stand with the Hare Team as they are his new mates for the night
Popeye 15/19 Ex GM’s to join him Mase, Stir, Baron, Troppo, Dags, Bravefart, Coops, MelAdjusted, Cookie,
XYZ, Voodoo, Tampax and Biggles.
Mase gives us the definition for Magnanimous for the Non-Compliant, Mag- Annual, Nani- Men,
Mous- MauSei = A Sticky Men’s book (look it up yourself)
Returniks- Pole Polisher, Dikvan and Pumpkin suck my Cock
General Business:
Close to Your Heart Run is hosted by PPPertf Hash charity is Lifeline, 29th under Narrows Bridge South Perth.
GM awards MauSei an OAD
By virtue of the authority invested in me as Grand Master of the Fraternity of the Mighty Hamersley Hash and
the Universeritatus Committee-atum ey plurbis unun, I hereby confer upon you the Honorary Degree of OAB
of Australia. To those bleds, ignorant of the merit of the OAB, I advise you that it stands for,
Over Acting Bullshit.
Popeye for those that whinged that they did not get a beer on my birthday me come out Precious, Hardcase,
Kazi, Tampax and Swallow here’s a huge token on me.
Dags, looking for a Hare for the 12th October, Swallow puts his hand up good man.
Mullet sad news Shit Scrappers new bird left him; he left the cage door open.
Elf gives the lads a who’s who of the Hamersley version of the A Team see below
Hash Lunch:
Tagg; Legendary Hamersley Hash Lunch this Friday 4th is from the Thai Esarn Restarant, opposite Bayswater
Hotel and Train Stn, Bayswater
H4 Honour’s:
XYZ 40 Year Hat. Spud, First night as GM had to sit on the oven by the end of the night to cooked to stand up
Coops countless Hash trips and Interhash Committees, Plenty of fun in Bangkok buying diamonds ETC;
Popeye 19/19 join by Boof, Mase and Pumpkin and puts on 41 beers on the bar for the boy’s.
Cookie good story teller (bullshit artist), runner and a mate.
Boof knows all and your wife’s & daughters, especially if they run with Harriettes.
Pumpkin travelled many a places with him and told me how to reem Patty the right way.
Charges:
Replicar lost property one old GM’s mug. DD Biggles.
Biggles on Hares Team setting trail alongside PPPertf trail need stand in for Bravefart, Mullaway DD
Pumpkin on Mullaway for returning the huge shove I gave him in the last charge into circle, both DD
While the Hares Team start preparing for their act. Crating starts for the run, -2 for Hares going home for tea,
-4 relocating van, -5 for using setting alongside PPPertf trail, -5 not offered a lift to the GM, -17/10,
DD for Mullaway as look-a-like Bravefart (Murdoch)
ARSE Report:
The long haired cunt finally calls for his RA to come and tend his flock and the fat cunt comes out in his finest
boong egg gear. Getting a bit on the nose now ya cunt some prick tells him. Fuck up idiot. Gassy drags that

fucking Mallaly out for a seat, some sort of revenge on the dwarf prick. Gives him a minute on the ice and
fucks the cunt off without a drink.
Righto, we'll start with the word of the week. Gassy wants one of the hares out as an example, and fucking
Bravey starts chirping away. Well, come on ya cunt, come have a seat. The bald headed shit pulls out his
platinum ice card, no use by date on this tubby he says. The RA is pondering its validity and when Bravey
whispers I'll get Blondie out here, Gasman reckons it’s still ok. Come and have a seat ya Blonde Throttler.
Popeye comes and sits and Gassy says word of the week is Hypoxia. The Hong Kong sheep fucker MauSei
reckons it's a lack of air. Yeh pretty good there mate. Have a boong egg. It's usually caused by being throttled,
lucky we have a Throttler on the ice. Fuck off Blondie ya cunt.
Kazi calls out the A (rsehole) Team and gives em his word, Hash. Non competitve sport of gentlemen etc. U
tell em Kazi... Mob of Wankers.
Now, on this day. Gasman says in 97 some blonde kicked it, maybe the rag choked on arab jism, but fuck me,
Hardcase steals his thunder and yells out Lady Di before the Pelican can give the boys a laff. No boong egg for
you ya cunt. Can see the Fat Prick getting shitty. Have a seat ya mongrel Gasman says. No he didn't. He said
have a seat ya cunt. Fucking idiot.
Kazi gives em something about the Sinn Fein in 76 and George Harrison getting sued by some money grubbing
cunt the same day. Where was Thalidomide in 76 we all wonder.... XYZ brings up another tale about his Uncle
Adolf rounding up some poles in a radio station in 39. Must a been playing some hebrew headbanging shit the
cunts.
Now time for Wanker of the Week. Bravey comes out and nominates NBF (Arseholeo) for attending a funeral
of some cunt he didn't know (RIP Marbles) and being told to fuck off by the dead blokes rag 4 times for
freeloading his piss. Nevs only defence was that RADS was driving and seagulling free piss as well. Fucking
tight cunts. Gasman nominates Pumpkin for telling him he'd given up, smoking pot. Fuck me.... Nah... Pumps
defends himself. On the hash and cake now ya cunt he says.. Just stopped smoking it. Yeh, righto Cheech.
Gassy also nominates his sidekick Kazi, just cos we all know Kazi is a wanker.
Crowd bays for Buttfucker to wear the shirt, then burn the cunt next week. There ya go Nev, have a shirt ya
clown then fuck off.
The 2 Team RA get a thank u drink from that drunken long haired prick and told to fuck off and control these
Cunts.
Wanker of the Week:
Arseholeo
Run Report:
Squirt starting from -16/10 only walked tonight can see runners just in front all the time, good long walk,
plenty of chalk even if it was not ours and stealing most off PPPertf Trail the lazy pricks, +7 = -9/10
Next Week’s Run:
Biggles Millington Res,

Next Week’s Van Driver:
Screwdriver
Hares Act:
Troppo does the intro for the Hares Team and it starts to rain as the theme song for the TV show A Team is
playing. The boys are dress as the characters Polies face is blackened. They all stand there like stale bottles of
piss. Taking a page out of Rads act and just like that as the tape stopped so did the Rain, how’s that for timing
MacGyver. GM any improvement on score!! Circle Get Fucked -9/10 still stands
Song:
Dikvan Raise Your Mugs
H4 HashMash:
Good Meaty Burgers

ON ON C Man

Sir Kumsize / C Man 42/52
Elf’s Observation
Gentlemen of Hamersley Hash, welcome to the occasion of the run being set by the illustrious, if self-proclaimed,
A Team.
Seeing that we have the team here together, I thought that it would be apt to relate each member to their cousins in
the A Team from that television series and, as such, I wanted the members of the hash to decide which of our A Team
was most appropriately aligned to the TV Team.
To this extent, we should start with the leader and for this we need a smarmy, arrogant, twat to play the part of
Hannibal ----- any suggestions? Cookie
We then need someone to play the fool who is always disrupting the hash and running off at the mouth to partner up
with Murdock who was noted as being clinically insane. Does this remind you of anybody? Bravefart
Next we need the clever one. The smooth talking one who can create a diversion by way of fire and, whilst cannot put
the fires out, can always be relied upon to start one. This is played by Face. Now who would fit the bill? Pole Polisher
Now we need B. A. Barracus, or Mr T, a nigger full of gold chains and a scruffy bugger to boot --- again any suggestions?
Boof
Finally, there is a dumb blond named triple A who looks as though she have come out of a Maurice Mead salon. Ring
any bells? Popeye
Now I might add that we are very lucky to have the team here tonight, as some of the team have been hospitalised this
week. Cookie spent the week in intensive care whilst having his wallet removed from his back pocket, Boofy has been in
for a charm implant and Popi set a new Guinness world record for getting further up another’s arse than thought to be
humanly possible.
So, I would request the Grand Master conduct a survey within the hash to appoint our A Team members with their
counterparts.
Now Grand Master I would like to make another point and, this is that an A team is generally regarded in sport as the
second team. There is the first team and then there is the A team. With this principal in mind, I would propose that the
hash appoint the first team and my suggestions would be the Coffee Club.
With its new leader the grand pooh bear Mullet, who recently deposed the absent Donki in a bloodless Coupe detat and
ably helped by that bastion of wit and repertoire, who is always calm, collected and never blows a gasket, unless you
steal the beer truck and our token Scot in the team - Hardcase.
Followed by Squirt and his dog and by that I do not mean Rations.
Then we have our token Kiwi and the world’s only one man hakka ---- Mausi.
We also have Kazi, the man who has received more wanker shirt nominations than even Cookie.
In Donki’s absence and he does send his apologies, but he is currently on set filming a beach too far, which is different
to Popi, who is currently performing in a bleach too far.
So, in summary, I would, in these trying times, suggest that we have our own award ceremony for the First team which
is the Oscars (Organisation coffee aficionados reigning supreme) and the A Team being the Baftas (Bludging affluent
twats)
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